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Translation criticism: linguistic notes towards  
a prolegomena with special reference to 

Hungarian literature in English1

‘Translation criticism’ was, I believe, first highlighted as an important branch of 
the now rapidly expanding discipline of Translation Studies some forty years ago 
in a still-valuable article by a great pioneer in the field, James S. Holmes (Holmes 
1972/2004,190).  Recently Lance Hewson has outlined a persuasively balanced and 
viable approach to translation criticism that “attempts to set out the interpretative 
potential of a translation seen in the light of an established interpretative framework 
whose origin lies in the source text.  It thus goes beyond both implicit (and indeed 
unsubstantiated) judgements, and those approaches that seek to pinpoint specific 
weaknesses of a particular translation […]. Translation criticism is evaluative, in 
that as it explores a translation’s interpretative potential, it looks at degrees of 
similarity to or divergence from the source text’s perceived interpretative potential. 
[It is] a conscious act undertaken by the translation critic, who occupies a unique 
position that goes beyond that of the translator-as-reader-rewriter: the critic engages 
in a rereading of translational choices seen in the light of rejected alternatives, and 
examines the interpretational consequences of those choices.” (Hewson 2011,6–7; 
emphasis in the original, two of the original’s references omitted). Hewson is able 
fruitfully to apply the methodology and techniques he develops to the comparison 
of extracts from two (out of many) translations of Jane Austen’s Emma (into French) 
and three versions (again, out of many available) of Gustave Flaubert’s Madame 
Bovary (into English).  

In attempting to look as translation critics in this sense at the translation of 
Hungarian literature into English we are at a double disadvantage, which accounts 
for my – perhaps excessively – tentative title. First, only a very small number of 
(prose) works are available in more than one version (only four come immediately 
to mind: Zsigmond Móricz’s Légy jó mindhalálig, Antal Szerb’s Utas és holdvilág, 
Dezső Kosztolányi’s Édes Anna, and Imre Kertész’s Sorstalanság, while I know of 

1 A revised, English-language version of a paper presented at the University of Pécs on 19 October 2011. 
I am grateful to Dr Tibor Szűcs both for his kind invitation to address his students and the opportunity to 
publish this memento of a most enjoyable occasion.
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none translated more than twice), making only limited, contrastive analyses possible 
and not the richer, truly comparative analyses of the kind Hewson is able to pursue 
in the French/English context.  (A further complicating dimension might be that in 
the case of two of the four Hungarian originals mentioned one version is in British 
English, the other in an ever more divergent American English). However, the second 
and more problematic disadvantage is that criticism of this kind in the Hungarian-
into-English context – the very notion of the ‘translation critic’ in Hewson’s sense 
–is virtually non-existent and will indeed have to await further articulation of the 
framework for this specific pair (or triplet?) of languages and cultures.  It is to this 
latter issue that the following notes attempt to make a contribution. In other words, 
while I think we can go (in Hewson’s words) “beyond implicit (and indeed unsub-
stantiated) judgements”, such as those encountered in journalistic reviews, I am not 
yet confident that in our area we can go “beyond pin-point[ing] specific weaknesses”, 
and over the years this has been one of my recurrent concerns (e.g. Sherwood 1985; 
1998; 2008a; 2008b; 2011). Thus, I will mention below some further “specific weak-
nesses”, in particular linguistic ones, that may have escaped notice so far and which 
I have not noted in print before, or at least not in the detail I go into here. It cannot 
be emphasized too strongly that appropriate and apt insertion of the following, 
extremely varied, points into a well-articulated theory and practice of the criticism 
of the translation of Hungarian literature into English remains a task for the future 
and, in the interim, no judgements here concerning the translated works as wholes 
are made or implied.  The enormous achievements of all the translators mentioned 
here in bringing Hungarian literature to the English-speaking world are, overall, 
deserving of respect and praise. 

1) Sometimes an intriguing typological feature of Hungarian, though one shared 
by other languages, such as the use of a negated verb after Hungarian amíg in the 
sense ‘until’ (NB: not in the sense ‘as long as, so long as’), has been calqued into 
English. This occurs in the English translation of György Dragomán’s novel A fehér 
király. In this passage the narrator, a young boy, mentions features of the run-down 
cinemas of the Ceauşescu-era that he used to frequent:

…mert a generátorok nem működtek egyik moziban se, mert a legtöbb helyről már  a 
tartalék gázolajat is ellopták s ilyenkor sokáig kellett várni a szuroksötetben, egész, amíg 
vissza nem adták az áramot, vagy meg nem jöttek a rendészek vagy tűzoltók. 
(Dragomán 2005, 230)

In The White King this is calqued into English together with the negator, making 
the sentence mean logically the opposite of the Hungarian:
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[…] and during power cuts you had to wait there a long time in the pitch black theatre 
either until they didn’t turn the power back on or until the security police or fire-
men didn’t get there to let you out. 
(Dragomán – Olchváry 2008, 243) 

2) There may be some proportionally small but quite drastic difference be-
tween the original and its translation. For example, in the case of Péter Esterházy’s 
Harmonia caelestis, all but the first half-line of the substantial paragraph 199 in the 
‘first book’ (Esterházy 2000,199–200) is omitted in its English translation, Celestial 
Harmonies (Esterházy–Sollosy 2004, 227). On the topic of ‘omissions’, we should 
perhaps have a broader perspective: in 1760 the Abbé Prévost famously claimed 
that accuracy governed his French version of Samuel Richardson’s Pamela even 
though he reduced the seven English volumes to four in French. “I have not changed 
anything pertaining to the author’s intention,” he wrote, “nor have I changed much 
in the manner in which he put that intention into words” (cited in Venuti 2004,484). 
Of course, as Venuti points out, the activity of ‘omission’ may morph (but at what 
point?) into ‘abridgement’ and ‘adaptation’. 

3) In my essays on the English and German versions of Sándor Márai’s A gyer-
tyák csonkig égnek, both of which have enjoyed remarkable popularity in the West, 
I have tried to demonstrate how specific and consistent techniques employed by 
the translators are likely to have affected German and English(-language) readers’ 
perceptions/ receptions of the text (Sherwood 2008a, 2011).

4) Generally, considerations that are valid for prose should not, probably, be 
applied to poetry, but it may still be possible to make certain more specifically 
linguistic comments on the translated works, as I have tried to show in the case of 
English versions of certain poems by Ferenc Juhász (Sherwood 1985, 2008b).  In 
these cases it is quite clear that the translators’ failure to understand fundamental 
linguistic details of the original texts always affects their full appreciation of them 
and their culture. None the less, it is worth noting in passing that for anyone willing 
to venture into this rather dangerous territory, quite a few multiple versions of poems 
have become available for eventual comparative evaluation, including now three 
versions of (most or all of) Ferenc Juhász’s monumental A szarvassá változott fiú (the 
recently-available third is, fascinatingly, by the late British poet laureate Ted Hughes, 
who in a marked departure from his normal practice was in this case working without 
the original; Hughes 2006,24), and a number of works by such outstanding poets 
as Miklós Radnóti (as many as four or even more versions of specific poems) and 
János Pilinszky. A dazzling example of what can be achieved in this difficult area 
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is provided, with reference to the translation of Hungarian poetry into German and 
Italian and with an outstanding summary of the typological features of Hungarian, 
by Tibor Szűcs (2007). 

5) In the case of the translations of Dezső Kosztolányi’s Édes Anna, there are 
quite serious concerns.  The earlier translation (Kosztolányi–de Hegedüs 1947), for 
example, omits the final chapter of the work (as well as merging the first chapter with 
the second).  The later translation (Kosztolányi-Szirtes 1991), of which there have 
been four editions so far (see Kosztolányi–Veres 2010,592), was originally produced, 
perhaps at some speed, in the “window of opportunity” and intense interest in the 
former Communist countries of Eastern Europe that flared in the West following the 
end of Communism, and was also this translator’s first full-length translation from 
Hungarian. Furthermore, it should also be said, for the benefit of Hungarian readers of 
this essay, that publishers in the English-speaking world do not normally employ what 
Hungarians would call a lektor to check the linguistic relationship of a translation to 
the original, generally contenting themselves with a (publisher’s) reader to look at the 
language of the translation, especially if the translator is an otherwise well-established 
literary name, as indeed was the case here. I draw attention to these factors as they 
are likely to have contributed to an aspect of the translation that I briefly noted in my 
essay on it (Sherwood 1998) but which deserves closer linguistic examination.

To anticipate the conclusion of the discussion of the murder scene, below, I want 
to point out that whereas in the original work Anna intends to kill only Mrs Vizy (and 
does not set out to kill Mr Vizy – in fact, she tries to escape his clutches after the first 
murder), in the translation she intends to kill both her employers. Hungarian readers 
will not need reminding that this is an important point in view of the overwhelm-
ing concern of the book with the “why” of the murder, and is a factor influencing 
readers’ perception of the nature of Anna’s guilt. This is indeed the reason for the 
detailed discussion here: to show how (the failure to appreciate) a general syntactic 
feature may affect the entire perception of a novel.

Here is the scene describing the murder of Anna’s employers in the original, 
followed by the Szirtes translation:

Vizyné a még szabad karjával a leány nyakához kapott, hogy eltaszítsa, ellenben oly 
ügyetlenül lökte el, hogy csak még jobban magához szorította, valósággal ölelte már.
– Kornél – sikoltott egyszerre. – Kornél. Ki ez itt? Kornél, segíts. Segítség, segítség!
Akkor már egy ütést érzett a mellén, egy hatalmas ütést, amilyent még nem érzett.
– Őrült – mondta aléltan és visszaesett párnájára.
Vizy, akinek a feje elnehezedett a bortól és álomtól, motyogott valamit, de már kiugrott 
az ágyból, ott állt a szoba közepén, hosszú, térdén alul érő hálóingben.
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– Mi az? – ordított.  – Ki az? Segítség! Gyilkos, gyilkos.
A kés fényét pillantotta meg, a pengét, a nagy-nagy konyhakést, azzal hadonászott a 
leány. De hogy ki van itt és mit művelt, hogy férfi-e az vagy nő, arról fogalma sem volt. 
Csak azt látta, hogy valaki a szalon ajtaja felé oson, menekülni próbál. Utána vetette 
magát és dulakodva visszacipelte. Nehéz közelharc volt. Anna megrémült, hogy bán-
tani akarja őt s éppúgy félt, mint a gazdája. A testi munkától izmos bal karjával átkapta 
derekát. Gáncsolta és teperte. Rövid ideig birkóztak. Vizy a fehér díványnál elvesztette 
egyensúlyát, a díványra bukott, innen le a földre. A leány vad dühvel mellére térdelt, és 
döfte, szúrta, ahol érte, a mellét, a hasát, a torkát. Aztán a kést a sarokba hajította. Nem 
törődött semmivel. Áttántorgott a szalonba. 
(Kosztolányi – Veres 2010, 498)

*

Mrs Vizy put out her free arm to grasp the girl’s neck and push her away, but she did it 
so clumsily that the girl merely tightened her grip.  She was in fact embracing her.
’Kornél!’ she suddenly shrieked out. ’Kornél! Who is this? Help! Kornél! Help, help!’ 
Then she felt a blow on her chest, an enormous blow like she’d never felt before. ’She’s 
mad,’ she said faintly and sank back on her pillow.
Vizy, whose head was heavy with wine and sleep, mumbled something, then leapt out 
of bed and stood in the middle of the room in his long nightgown which hung below 
his knees.
’What’s going on,’ he roared. ’Who is that?  Help! Murderer, murderer!’
He saw the flash of the blade, the blade of the enormous kitchen knife. The girl was 
waving it around.  But who stood there, what she had done, whether it was a man or 
a woman in her way, she had no idea. She only saw that someone was flitting to the 
door, trying to escape. Then they joined in battle. Anna was terrified that he wanted to 
hurt her and was as frightened as her master. Her arm, which had been strengthened 
by hard labour, got hold of his waist. She tried to throw him down. For a while they 
wrestled. At the white divan Vizy lost his balance and fell, first on to the divan then 
to the ground. The girl in wild fury knelt on his chest and stabbed him wherever she 
could, his chest, his stomach, his throat. Then she flung the knife away into a corner 
and staggered through into the sitting room. 
(Kosztolányi – Szirtes 1991, 181)

To make the point as clearly as possible, I will highlight two sections of the 
original, with my more literal (deliberately ’unartistic’) translation, followed first 
by the Szirtes rendering and then by a short commentary.  
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(1) ... hogy eltaszítsa, ellenben oly ügyetlenül lökte el, hogy csak még jobban 
magához szorította, valósággal ölelte már.

MORE LITERAL TRANSLATION
... in order to push her (ANNA) away; however, she (Mrs VIZY) shoved her 

(ANNA) away so awkwardly that she (Mrs VIZY) only gripped her (ANNA) more 
tightly, she (Mrs VIZY) was virtually embracing her (ANNA).

SZIRTES TRANSLATION
... and push her away, but she did it so clumsily that the girl merely tightened 

her grip. She was in fact embracing her.  

COMMENTARY: Is it clear who is gripping/embracing whom? It is in Hungarian. 
The English suggests Anna was embracing Mrs Vizy, whereas the opposite is the 
case. Importantly, this short section primes the translator to suggest a role for Anna 
that is more pro-active than is warranted by the original in the following, crucial 
extract.

(2) A kés fényét pillantotta meg, a pengét, a nagy-nagy konyhakést, azzal hado-
nászott a leány. De hogy ki van itt, mit művelt, hogy férfi-e vagy nő, arról fogalma 
sem volt. Csak azt látta, hogy valaki a szalon ajtaja felé oson, menekülni próbál. 
Utána vetette magát, és dulakodva visszacipelte. Nehéz közelharc volt. 

MORE LITERAL TRANSLATION
He  glimpsed  the flash of the knife, of the blade, of the great big kitchen knife, 

with that the girl was flailing about.  But who was here, what  that person was do-
ing, whether it was a man or a woman, he had no idea. He saw only that someone 
was scurrying towards the door of the drawing room, trying to escape.  He threw 
himself after (this person =) her and dragged (this person =) her back, scuffling. It 
was  a bitter, hand-to-hand battle.

SZIRTES TRANSLATION
He saw the flash of the blade, the blade of the enormous kitchen knife. The 

girl was waving it around.  But who stood there, what she had done, whether it was 
a man or a woman in her way, she had no idea.  She only saw that someone was 
flitting to the door, trying to escape.  [THE NEXT SENTENCE, UNDERLINED 
IN THE ORIGINAL ABOVE, HAS BEEN OMITTED]. Then they joined in 
battle.  
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COMMENTARY: There is no gender differentiation in Hungarian in the third person 
pronoun, that is, ‘he/she’ (and ‘him/her’) are represented by the same single item, 
and because the average transitive verb has 13 distinct personally-suffixed forms in 
most tenses/moods, their use, especially in the nominative and accusative, is much  
more limited than that of the corresponding pronouns in English, where of course 
they are absolutely indispensable. Additionally and crucially, Hungarian is a topic-
comment language, so Mr Vizy remains the topic throughout this section, as he is 
at the beginning of the first sentence (indeed, it is noteworthy that in the ‘priming’ 
extract highlighted earlier, it is the fact that Mrs Vizy, at the head of the sentence, 
is the topic that makes it possible to interpret in Hungarian who gripped/embraced 
whom). The translator has turned ‘the girl’ into the grammatical subject of his second 
sentence in this extract and then, following the typologically very different syntactic 
pattern of English, a subject-verb-object language, continues with her as the subject 
of the remaining sentences. This, in turn, leads to a sentence that does not make any 
sense to him, or at least seems difficult for him to fit in with his visualisation of the 
scene, which is presumably the reason he has deleted it. Thus the English translation 
omits the sentence that makes clear that Anna is trying to escape after killing Mrs 
Vizy and instead says that she intends to kill both her employers. 
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Sherwood, Peter
Translation criticism: linguistic notes towards a prolegomena with special reference to 

Hungarian literature in English

The article argues that Translation Criticism has now emerged as a fully-fledged branch of Translation 
Studies, as evidenced by book-length studies such as Hewson (2011). It gathers together some of the 
author’s observations on a range of (mainly linguistic) differences between some original works of 
Hungarian literature and their English translations, not as ad hoc, journalistic criticism nor in order to 
highlight alleged “errors” but with a view to providing materials to be considered within a framework 
of a theory of translation criticism that is still to be elaborated for works of literature translated from 
Hungarian into English.


